
Year 9 French 

All students in Year 9 currently take French as their first language.  They currently follow the 
Studio 3 course.  The ‘rouge’ course is taken by students in sets 1 & 2 and the ‘vert’ course 
is taken by students in the lower band.  

     

We strongly advise that students purchase a French-English dictionary and recommend the 
Collins ‘Easy Learning Dictionary Plus Grammar' or equivalent Oxford dictionary. Students 
are responsible for bringing both their exercise book and vocabulary book to each lesson. 
We ask that students pay £1 if vocabulary books are lost in order to cover the cost of a 
replacement. 

In the autumn term we cover: 

   



 

 In the spring term we cover: 

 

 

In the summer term we cover: 



 

 

 

Assessment 

Pupils keep track of their progress using their progress grids in their exercise books.  They 
review their progress against the Year 9 Step Levels as outlined below.  Our Year 9 course 
is designed so that it draws on the pupils’ existing skills and knowledge whilst at the same 
time building on their knowledge through new topics.   

 



 

 



 

 

Extra-curricular opportunities 

 

Students in Year 9 are offered the opportunity to take part in the “Translation Spelling Bee” 
competition. Students translate sentences and work on their vocabulary, spelling, 
pronunciation, memory, verb conjugation, tenses, sentence formation (in French & Spanish).  

In addition, Year 9 pupils are also given the opportunity to take part in 
the Language Leaders programme. The Language Leader Award helps pupils learn to lead, 
using language teaching as the medium. Throughout the year-long programme they develop 
their leadership skills, growing in confidence and enhancing their future careers.  Routes into 
Languages East is sponsoring the award. Pupils receive a log book to record training, 
activities, reflections etc. during the year as well as a certificate and specially designed lapel 
pin on successful completion of the programme.    

 

 



Grouping arrangements: 

In Years 8 and 9 French all students are all grouped according to their Maths set. Movement 
between the groups may result from end of unit assessments and is always dependent upon 
consultation with the Maths Department.   

Homework: 

In Key Stage 3 one homework per week is set. For our new courses, Studio 3, Viva 1 and 2, 
students can complete homework tasks on ActiveLearn. All students receive log-in details for 
the site and are set assignments by their class teacher.  Additional reading, writing tasks or 
vocabulary tasks will be set to reinforce the learning. 

Key Stage 3 Assessment: 

Each half term there will be an assessment in two of the four skills which is awarded a level. 
This will be followed by a + or - to indicate whether the piece is towards the top or bottom of 
the level.  All four skills will have been assessed by the end of each term.   

 


